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On October 13, 2016, the Hispanic Council on Federal Employment (HCFE) held its public 

meeting at the U.S. Office of Personnel Management (OPM) in Washington, D.C. Participants 

included: 

Name Title and Organization 

Beth F. Cobert Acting OPM Director and Co-Chair 

Georgia Coffey Deputy Assistant Secretary for Diversity and 

Inclusion, Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) 

Khalilah Harris Senior Advisor 

Zina Sutch Director, Office of Diversity and Inclusion 

Tinisha Agramonte Department of Commerce 

Michelle Arias Department of State 

Junish Arora Department of Homeland Security 

Josue Barrerra Hispanic Employees Council of Foreign Affairs 

Agencies (HECFAA) 

Cristina Barrtolemei National Council of Hispanic Employment 

Program Managers (NCHEPM)  

Ethan Storky Florida International University (FIU) 

Carmen Cantorr Department of State 

Kimberly Castillo National Council of Hispanic Employment 

Program Managers (NCHEPM) (& NARA) 

Sara Clemente League of United Latin American Citizens 

(LULAC) 

Georgia Coffey Department of Veterans Affairs 

Alicia Diaz Hispanic Association of Colleges and 

Universities (HACU) 

David Dominquez National Hispanic Coalition of Federal Aviation 

Employees (NHCFAE) 

Roland Edwards DHS 

William Gil National Association of Hispanic Federal 

Executives (NAHFE) 

Paige Hinkle-Bowles DOD 

Tina Hoeller Department of Agriculture 

Clarence Johnson Department of Defense 

Desirae Jurae Home Team Captions 

Frank Lopez Association of Latino Professionals For 
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America (ALPFA) 

Michelle Los Banos Department of State 

Kevin Mahoney Department of Commerce 

Glorimar Maldonado HHS 

Miriam Matthews RAND 

Jimmy Ortiz National Society of Hispanic MBAs 

(NSHMBA) 

Jacqueline Padron Department of Agriculture 

Raymond Peeler EEOC 

Mary Pletcher Department of the Interior 

Roger Rivera National Hispanic Environmental Council 

(NHEC) 

Hector Sanchez National Hispanic Leadership Agenda (NHLA) 

(& LCLAA) 

Jonathan Santeliz (phone) HACU 

Mike Sena Department of Defense 

Dan Solis (phone) National Organization for Mexican American 

Rights, Inc. (NOMAR, Inc.) 

Zuraya Tapia-Hadley Hispanic National Bar Association (HNBA) 

Patsy Trujillo Department of Homeland Security 

Valentin Varela National Organization for Mexican American 

Rights, Inc. (NOMAR, Inc.) 

Veronica Vasquez (phone) National Image, Inc. 

Brent Wilkes League of United Latin American Citizens 

(LULAC) 

 

 

The following OPM employees participated in the meeting: Beth F. Cobert, Acting OPM 

Director; Khalilah Harris, Senior Director, Zina Sutch, Director Office of Diversity and 

Inclusion. 

 

Welcome, Introductions, and Opening Remarks (start time: 10:00 AM) 

Beth F. Cobert, Acting OPM Director and Co-Chair 

Zina B. Sutch, Ph.D., Director Office of Diversity and Inclusion 

 The theme for this year’s Hispanic Heritage Month, is Embracing Enriching and Enabling 

America, which I think is a great theme.  Acting Director (AD) Cobert read an excerpt from 

the President’s proclamation celebrating National Hispanic Heritage Month and talked about 

the many events that were held here at OPM.  AD Cobert noted that Adelante (OPM’s ERG 

for Hispanic employees) has really good programs and did a great job of helping pull 

together events for Hispanic Heritage Month. 

 AD Cobert introduced Dr. Zina B. Sutch, new ODI Director.  AD Cobert relayed that Dr. 

Sutch is here at OPM to take the progress we've made to the next level.   
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 AD Cobert highlighted a few items from the agenda, specifically HACU, the 15th annual

report on Hispanic employment in the Federal Government.  She thanked Dr. Sutch for

ODI’s work, along with the council’s input on how to frame what we're doing there, how we

articulate the work we've done and the work that still needs to be done.

 AD Cobert said that there has been a small improvement in the number of Hispanics in the

permanent federal workforce from 8.4 to 8.5 percent.  Fiscal 14-15, we have seen 20

agencies that do the reporting increase their percentage of Hispanic employees, one declined,

and three remained unchanged.  OPM and the EEOC are working to develop those

recommendations and the council's recommendations to require agencies with at least 1,000

full-time employees to conduct a barrier analysis.  OPM is finalizing that memorandum with

its colleagues from the EEOC, and helping agencies think about how to do the review in a

way that will shed some light on things.  There's been some work done at DOD with support

from the RAND Corporation, and there will be a briefing on that today. AD Cobert said that

we're also on the verge of presidential transition.  Those that are a part of transitioning have

been doing a lot of work. Conversations here and elsewhere, the question being asked is, how

do we make sure that where we have momentum we don't lose that in transition?  Zina in her

role as the senior career leader of the initiative will be playing a critical role, and she will talk

a little bit about that.

 AD Cobert said there's been some work done at DOD with support from the RAND

Corporation, and we'll get a briefing on that today.  HACU’s goals are to definitely try to

expose the students to careers in the Federal Government.  Help them acquire the skills, 21st

century job skills.  Prepare them to apply to Federal Government opportunities.  They want

to help students professionally network.  Finally, they want to help the students make

informed career decisions. From the agency side, what they want to try to do is showcase the

talent that many of our Hispanic serving institutions have.  Sometimes some agencies don't

have the resources, contacts, or established relationship with those schools.  HACU does, so

they can serve as the intermediary to be able to showcase those students through the program,

the best and the brightest that we have.  They certainly are in the business of trying to

promote a workforce that is presentative of its citizens, and then help the agencies create a

diversity recruitment pipeline that will enhance the work of the organization.  And then they

certainly dedicate a lot of our time to try to provide cultural enrichment activities,

professional development, focus on trying to get the student ready to compete for Federal

Government opportunities.  They offer a lot of student support services.

HACU Presentation  

Jonathan Santeliz, National Internship Program (HNIP) 

 Jonathan Santeliz described the goals, eligibility requirements, and application process for

students interested in HACU.

 This year, HACU had 452 Federal government internships, with 43 federal agencies

participating.
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 Mr. Santeliz spoke about successful partnerships with USDA and the Department of Interior.

Over 200 interns went through the program at USDA.  USDA looks at HACU as a part of

their pipeline and works very hard to get students exposure and to demystify USAJOBS.Gov.

While USDA did not have direct hire authority, the agency was able to bring students on

board by working closely with HR and supervisors, encouraging rotations, and working to

ensure meaningful, intense work experiences for students.

 HACU has a contract with the DOI’s Bureau of Land Management (BLM).  BLM has a

rigorous internship that has direct hire authorization at the end of the internship for students

who complete the internship as well as their academic program.  As a result, a number of

HACU students, after completing their internship and their degree, have been able to get

hired by DOI.  DOI partners its internship opportunities with its Hiring Excellence

Campaign.   DOI also utilizes two Congressional authorities, Resource Assistance Internship

Program and Public Lands Corps.  The DOI Hiring Excellence campaign saw BLM move

from 28 hires to 56 in the most recent data.

 Mr. Santeliz discussed HACU’s 2015 survey of supervisors and interns.  The survey showed

that supervisors strongly agree that the student made valid contributions, 85 percent would

hire their intern, 50 percent offer their students the opportunity to come back as a future

intern, and 23 percent were asked to return either as a permanent federal employee, either

through a pathway position or perhaps another employment. On the student side, prior to the

internship, 38 percent of college students consider the Federal Government as a career

choice.  After the internship, 68 percent said they would definitely look into the Federal

Government as a career choice.  Eighty-three percent of the students stated that the internship

enabled them to make more informed career decisions.

FY 16 Hispanic Employment Report 

Dr. Zina B. Sutch, Ph.D., OPM Office of Diversity and Inclusion 

 Fiscal Year 2016 Hispanic Employment Report (titled the Annual Report to the President)

was recently posted to OPM.gov.

 The FY 16 Hispanic Employment Report shows there has been a small improvement in the

number of Hispanics in the permanent federal workforce.  There was a slight increase from

8.4 to 8.5 percent in the total representation of Hispanics in FY 2014.  There were increases

in hiring across the board for GS, white collar, blue collar, SES, and unspecified.  In the SES

category, numbers remained steady.

 The report also looked at states and the breakdown by state.  Where the CLF shows high

levels of Hispanic employees, those states are also represented in the Federal Government as

well:  New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, California, and Florida.  The data was similar for GS,

white collar, blue collar, SES, and not specified new hires.  Permanent new hires in SES

decreased.
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 AD Cobert spoke about the Executive Order on strengthening the SES from last December.  

It centered on talent, management, and succession.  While the Executive Order refers to 

strengthening the SES, it is also about strengthening SES, SL, ST, and equivalents.  

 AD Cobert referenced USDA’s success in increasing Hispanic diversity representation 

overall in their candidate development program.  She said that agencies need to be more 

deliberate in thinking about how to grow the next generation of talent through the process of 

talent management and succession.   

 Mr. Lopez said that the word to use is “intentional” and “deliberate.  Mr. Lopez asked 

whether changes were due to deliberate efforts by OPM or just the demographics that have 

an increasing number of Hispanics.   AD Cobert agreed that those are the right questions to 

ask.  She said that the career development program is the talent management and succession 

programs that are actually delivered by agencies.  AD Cobert said that we can help people 

understand best practices.  AD Cobert said that we can talk about it, but we actually need 

agencies to be doing these things.  She said that this is the year of implementation.  The data 

in the report (as of September 2015) was collected before the EO.  AD Cobert stated that the 

test will be what happened in 2016 in terms of where we are going.  How is the government 

moving the needle? So as we're setting up metrics for the Executive Order, that's the kind of 

stuff we're looking 

 Dr. Sutch looked at the new hires by pay system.  She reasserted that the SES is an area of 

focus for us.  She informed the group that the ODI team from OPM holds two hour meetings 

with agencies to go over their FEORP reports.  ODI talks to agencies about strategies to 

include collaborating with associations like those in the meeting, participating in 

conferences, being at the table to help those who attend the conferences see the opportunities 

that do exist and offering training. She said that as we move forward in this fiscal year and 

beyond, we’re going to be emphasizing the need for a stronger collaboration, stronger 

relationships with what you do out in the community and how we can participate more 

effectively in those conferences that you hold.  It is going to be a best practice. ODI will be 

making sure that agencies hear that as an opportunity for them to strengthen their hiring. 

 Mr. Dominguez said, “So when we have these discussions with these agencies, when we see 

the flat line of SES for Hispanic representation, what is the reaction other than, "We need to 

be better"?  Obviously, OPM can create a pathway but who else?” 

 Dr. Sutch said that during the course of the two (sometimes longer) hour meetings, ODI 

dissects agencies strategies and identify weaknesses in those strategies.  ODI is trying to do 

this very customized, very strategically, taking best practices from some agencies, sharing 

with others, putting them in touch with those making a difference with Hispanic hiring.  

We're holding the CHCO accountable looking at the deputy who sits at the table, the 

diversity inclusion.  We're going to be inviting officers.  Dr. Sutch said that it is imperative 

when we look at diversity to not just look at the D&I community; it’s important to look at 

training and development across each agency, to say “How are you looking at those 

numbers?  Are you creating a pipeline?  What kind of system do you have in place for 
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selecting those that get into those affected training programs?”  And those are the questions 

that this team is asking.  ODI wants an entire community (not just the CHCO) whether it's 

chief learning officer or the chief training officer.  

 Mr. Dominguez said that one of the challenges is to view this as the application process or

the opening for senior leadership development program.  What happens is the application

will come down and then gets sent to your high performers and they are told they have three

days to get this application in.  So – wherever that application goes through the vetting

process, whether it is department level, it's lost.  He said that agencies pay for the leadership

program,75% of the budget, and only two get selected. It’s a key barrier.  Ms. Coffey agreed

that it was a good example.

 Dr. Sutch said that’s why she is starting to call that chief officer, to sit at the meeting, to ask,

“What is your selection process, and how do you notify, and how do those people apply, and

do they have to apply through the ranks?  Do they have to get approval from their sub

agency, director, or head?  ODI’s recommendation is to take it out from the sublevels, and do

it like every other job where it is put on USA jobs, you alert people, give them a month to go

through that application process, and you make it a blind application process where they

don't see the names.  We take the time to black out the names, redact information that could

be causing some bias.

 Ms. Coffey said that VA noticed the exact same thing at VA.  VA has a signature leadership

program for 13s and 14s.  They did an applicant flow analysis of the flow process through

our leadership development process, and found out in this case they weren't getting a diverse

applicant pool.  In hiring they were, but in applications to leadership development they were

not.  To mitigate this, VA broadly announced to everybody and sent (per the VA ODI

recommendation) that e-mails go specifically to every single GS-13and 14 in the agency, if

that was the qualifying criteria.  And they directly marketed it to every single one saying,

"Here is the application.”  VA also did blind applications and eliminated the criterion of

supervisory recommendation.  VA did this because of implicit bias -- unintended bias-in the

supervisory recommendations.  They didn't eliminate it altogether, but the applicant went

through the selection process and at the very end, they asked for leadership endorsement or

nonendorsement.  Ms. Coffey said that if, at the end, the manager wanted to block the

applicant, they better have a good reason for it.

 AD Cobert asked VA if there were any results yet.  Ms. Coffey said that they increased not

only participants in the program, but certainly applicants in terms of the diversity.  It

increased diversity in the applicants and at the final stage.  They want to do the same thing

with SES, but it's taking a little longer for that.  But they are going to do the same thing here.

 Dr. Sutch referred to the breakdown by professional occupation and looked at the nursing

occupation and auditing.  The top administrative occupation with the most new hires

government-wide was in Customs and Border Protection, closely followed by the

information technology and management analysis. The largest percentage of Hispanic new

hires is in the CBP followed by the transportation series.
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 Mr. Dominguez said the air traffic control and transportation specialist (specialist 2101 and

2052) was at 10 percent.  FAA and Hispanic representation was about 6 percent or so five

years ago and improving.  So they were at the point en route or possibly getting to about 8

percent or so, depending on what model you look at.  Air traffic control was at 8.2.  That was

done at five years.  There has been a movement of about 2 percent in 15 years in Hispanic

hiring.

 Mr. Sena said that Department of Defense contract audit agency's is working very closely

with employee resource in channeling the job announcements.  We saw significant increase

in DOD’s contract audit agency’s occupational skill set.

 Ms. Wong said that to that point, that was one of the things last year when they had a couple

of the agencies report out, and it was for the employee resource groups,  that that was one of

the top three ways that agencies saw real improvement.

 Ms. Harris shared that there is going to be a DIG Summit on November 28 at the White

House.  That summit is going to be across the enterprise, our most senior management

positions, to ensure that our efforts aren't relegated to just the human capital side of the team.

The question is how are we looking at this as a risk management factor  across the agencies

to have communities that are not being served by people who look like them or who have

similar experiences and backgrounds, ability, gender. Ms. Harris said that it is about looking

across the enterprise to ensure we are having mission discussions. There will also be chief

diversity officers from private sector, academia, philanthropy sharing practices to help people

break outside of what we've been doing all along.  It's not going to be a large group.  It's

invitation only, but we can invite some associations. Although the conversation is about

diversity and inclusion in government, it's not only going to be government attendees. Ms.

Harris manages the attendee list. This is a data point that stands out across all of our data so

there's a reason to provide additional access. There is a plan to have a spring Summit for DNI

professionals as well.

 Mr. Dominguez said that ERGs are going to be as successful as leadership allows them to be.

He reached out to 25 agencies and their employee association presidents, and they're not very

well organized or structured.  They have maybe a couple sessions with leadership that allows

them to check a box.

 Ms. Harris reported that Nicole Lassiter is working on a government-wide ERG guide.

 AD Cobert talked about the PM signed by the President last week.  The PM focused on

diversity in the national security arena and focused on National Security Agencies including

State, DOD, obviously the intelligence community, multiple components of Homeland

Security, Department of Justice, bits of Treasury and Commerce. One of the things

embedded in the presidential memorandum is better disclosure of data around diverse

populations in the national security fields, both to be collected and to be made public. OPM

committed to sending the PM and fact sheet to the Council. There's a whole suite of actions

targeted at that particular community, but, the things that they're going to be doing are things
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that are highly relevant for everybody but it's very much focused on that group. ODNI's 

publication report is one that gets cited in the fact sheet as a model going forward. 

BARRIER ANALYSIS 

OPM and EEOC/Ray Peeler 

 In December 2015, the HCFE passed a motion to form a subcommittee to ask agencies to

conduct barrier analyses.  The subgroup submitted a draft that was reviewed by the Council

in March of 2016.  The final memo was drafted in April and submitted to EEOC.  At the June

Hispanic Council meeting, the final draft memo was presented.  The final draft was

submitted to OPM and EEOC.  EEOC provide edits and recommendations, including,

significantly, to wait to issue the guidance or memo until the root cause analysis tool is

completed.  EEOC is currently vetting the documents and they are requesting that the due

date to agencies change to the January 2018 rather January 2017.  The goal is to provide the

tool with the memo to ensure agencies are being provided good guidance that is consistent

with best practices.

 Dr. Sutch said that if we really want to have a barrier analysis conducted properly to address

some of these things we were talking about today -- taking a look at training programs,

applicant data, each point of the employment life cycle retention, that means taking a look at

all that data.  She said we really do need a tool that we can hand out with the memo so that

agencies don't feel like we're just asking them to do something without providing any kind of

guidance.  This means giving us and them time to make sure that we're providing them with

good guidance that's best practice.  This includes things that might be coming out of this big

enterprise-wide summit that we're holding to learn best practices outside of Federal

Government.  We really encourage that's the date that we're going to set.  So January 2018.

OPM ODI will have an update as soon as that's been cleared, and will make sure that this

council learns about it.

RAND 

RAND/Miriam Matthews 

 Mr. Sena from DOD said that DOD was looking at its numbers.  Although they have

increased their DOD population over the year, DOD found some gaps.  They reached out to

RAND for a barrier analysis.

 DOD, Office of Diversity Management and Equal Opportunity (ODMEO) asked RAND to

investigate root causes of Hispanic underrepresentation in the  Department of Defense

(Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and State agencies).

 Ms. Matthews reported for RAND. Data show that the Department of Defense is

underrepresented in terms of Hispanics.  Data on the non DOD workforce from 2008-2013

showed that DOD stayed relatively constant at around 6.3 percent. The CLF is at about 11.4

percent.  The Federal workforce is above DOD in Hispanic representation.  The Army has

the highest at about a 7.2 percent. RAND looked into this gap and the characteristics and
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factors that may be contributing. Overall, they found that over 90 percent of the gap is 

attributable to a structural barrier of one sort or another. The second key point and challenge 

is that there was no one barrier that really dominated.  RAND also investigated location 

effects and determined that location plays a strong role in Hispanic workforce representation.  

RAND looked at factors of jobs that would predict which jobs got Hispanic applicants versus 

the jobs that did not.  Data show that location is a dominant factor.  More than the 

occupation, pay system, security clearance, or other job factors, location played a key role.  

 RAND conducted interviews with representatives from DOD, EEO and diversity personnel,

federal managers and supervisors, HACU, and HSI’s to get their thoughts on barriers to

Hispanic representation and to identify strategies they were using to address these barriers

and challenges.

 DOD reported that the structural and behavioral (psychological) barriers were contributing

factors.   For structural barriers, the most frequently mentioned barrier was the geographic

location of the positions. Interviewees felt that most DOD positions were not in areas with

high Hispanic populations, and that often Hispanics were less likely to want to move outside

of their community for these jobs.  Interviewees also thought that veterans’ preference was a

barrier. Interviewees felt that DOD was pushing out Hispanic candidates and also that

veterans that are in the pipeline didn't have as high Hispanic representation.  For behavioral

factors, interviewees perception of citizenship requirements or language barriers, perception

of Hispanics being deterred from applying, and perceptions about security clearances if they

had family members that weren't citizens were reported as concerns.   RAND also heard

possible unconscious bias and attitudinal barriers in their interviews.

 Mr. Schulker also reported for RAND. He said that the key question for their research was to

really understand how the workforce structure of the DOD might contribute to the level of

Hispanic representation that you would expect to see. Mr. Schulker referred to charts in his

presentation.  Labor force in 2013 data had about 16 percent of the workforce was Hispanic

compared to just over 6 percent for DOD.  So this is a pretty sizeable gap of 9.3 percentage

points.  RAND said that the two are directly comparable. But at the same time, from an

analysis standpoint RAND looked at this and we know that the DOD only has certain

occupation clustered in certain locations throughout the United. But they tend to employ a

large number of veterans.  So they wanted to understand how these characteristics would

relate or may function as barriers to the DOD's ability to hire Hispanic workers.  The first

question they asked was how much of this gap is attributable to each one of those broad

workforce characteristics? They found that over 90% of the gap is attributable to a structural

barrier. Another way to look at it is to say that if the civilian labor force was morphed in a

way that it was like the DOD in all of these aspects, then they would have the same low level

of Hispanic representation of just over 6 percent. The second key point and challenge is that

there's no one barrier that really dominated.
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 Mr. Schulker said RAND wanted to look into the location effects in a little more detail.  He 

referred to findings on his chart that accounted for location at the state level.  That's going to 

account for the number of jobs in Texas, California, versus Virginia.  RAND had a hunch 

that even within states there might be a lack of overlap between the locations that are helped 

for DOD employees and locations where a majority of Hispanic workers reside.   

 Even in a highly Hispanic state like Texas, RAND found that the DOD workers are in Texas, 

but they're all concentrated in San Antonio where the biggest Hispanic population in Texas is 

Houston.  Similar in California, where the DOD workers are concentrated in San Diego, not 

in the huge population center of Los Angeles.  If anything, location might play a stronger role 

than that suggests, because even below the state level there's mismatch between where the 

DOD jobs are. 

 RAND had some data on job applicant behavior on job applicants, so they wanted to look at 

factors of jobs that would predict which jobs got Hispanic applicants versus the jobs that 

didn't.  They found that overwhelmingly location played the strongest role, more than the 

occupation, more than whether it was GS or wage grade, security clearance, or anything else 

on the job.  Location was the dominant factor. 

 Ms. Hall also reported for RAND and provided some additional insights and context.  They 

conducted interviews with various representatives, three different groups, with a slightly 

different objective.  They talked to other federal agency representatives that could provide 

some input on best practices that might be working.  They  identified these through what they 

heard from the HSI, things they thought was working at their campuses, talking to their 

representatives, to learn a little bit more about those. 

 HSIs identified branding, organizational awareness, ongoing campus presence, USAJOBS, 

lengthy hiring process, civilian DOD job opportunities awareness, and lack of social 

networks and community as barriers. They specifically discussed challenges that they saw 

DOD facing and where they thought they could make some impact.  They heard from HSI’s 

that the USAJOBs processes is seen as time consuming, complex.  They're seeing private-

sector employers offering jobs on the spot at job fairs, instead of students waiting months for 

DOD.  They thought if there was a way to connect with a promising student, if there is that 

follow-up while they're going through that process, checking in with an e-mail saying, we're 

still here, please stay engaged, that could make a big impact. They also heard a lot that 

students just aren't even aware of civilian careers through the DOD.  They hear "DOD"and 

they think military.  They see the uniforms on campus, but they don't see that civilian 

presence as much.  So really being able to raise that awareness that those opportunities are 

there would be helpful.  They also heard that students may be resistant or hesitant to move to 

new areas of the country.  This goes back to creating that network and community within 

organizations so that they can feel more comfortable moving.  HSI recommended trying to 

connect with students' families where possible, because if you can get the family on board, 

the student may be a lot more likely to make that move. 
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 Ms. Matthews summed up the presentation by saying that RAND showed that there was a

gap in Hispanic representation between DOD, civilian workforce, and civilian labor force.

The structural characteristics or workforce characteristics appeared to account for a lot of that

gap.  She said that Hispanic population centers shown on the map aren't always well aligned

with where the DOD jobs are. Finally, location, application costs, lack of awareness may also

be contributing to this underrepresentation.

 RAND emphasized the huge impact families can have on applicants. They don't want their

young son to go across the country because they're afraid.  We need to remember outreach to

teachers and professors as they are unaware of federal opportunities.  That’s where help is

needed.  Nonfederal agencies need to help with that awareness.  For example, if you have a

chapter let’s say in Washington, DC and you have a student that’s coming from east L.A.,

they may be reluctant to go to Georgetown University.  And if they have a network here that

has individuals that look like them, speak like them, they may be more prone to actually do

that move as opposed to not doing that move.

 Based on their analyses, RAND came up with several recommendations for DOD to

consider:

o Expand outreach to Hispanic population, especially to younger workers in U.S.

Hispanic population centers.

o Increase the DOD presence with Hispanic students at colleges and universities,

particularly Hispanic-serving institutions

o Stay engaged with promising candidates during the application

o Improve the accessibility process accuracy, and utility of job applications

 Ms. Matthews reported that RAND started this study in March 2014. It took about a year to

get all the data.  They are in the quality assurance process and have a report coming out soon.

It takes a while for them to go through the Q&As.  She noted that Mr. Schulker has an

analysis of the applicant flow in terms of where Hispanics are located.

 Mr. Dominguez said that they tried to look into that because they had some geography

information and data.  They wanted to look at if the applicants come from areas close to

DOD job or do they tend to come from areas that are close to the Hispanic population

centers, to try to address that question.  The data is pretty limited.  It looked like you would

be more likely to get applicants in Texas from San Antonio for DOD jobs, not from Houston

or Dallas.  They had another map, but it blocked out the areas where we weren't getting a lot

of Hispanic applicants, and Houston and Dallas disappeared from the map when we looked at

where the applicants are coming from.  So they think that location effect is operating. He said

maybe they're willing to move, but it does look like location plays a role for DOD.  And

DOD does have a lot of jobs in Texas and California, but there's also a significant labor

force. So it matters relative to the CLF, the DOD has more jobs concentrated in places like

Washington, DC.
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 MS. Coffey said, “Did you do an applicant flow analysis to see whether or not Hispanics

were applying in expected numbers or percentages?  All your recommendations are about the

front stage, the application stage. Do you know if that's where the barrier is?

 Mr. Dominguez said that the applicant flow analysis they did looks like the applicant flow

underrepresents the CLF and it stays pretty flat throughout the application process.  They

caveat that, because they have a lot of missing data in their applicant pool data and they only

had DOD data.  He said he didn’t know if the other agencies had other data.  They had a lot

of missing data, so they had to make assumptions about the people who didn't provide

ethnicity information.  But from what they could tell, it looks like the applicant pool

underrepresents the CLF. So the barrier is getting them to apply.

 A meeting participant commented that DOD represents about half of the federal workforce

and that this is a tremendous benchmark and study point for the other federal agencies.

 A participant asked if RAND talked to people out of the field that worked in H.R. This

speaker said that as a DOD employee, his experience has been that though DOD puts a lot on

leadership to make decisions, they don't put very much emphasis on having H.R. provide

leadership that they need in order to help them maybe look for a more diverse applicant pool.

 Ms. Hall said that they spoke with RAD, the Recruitment Assistance Division, which is part

of the Defense and Personnel Advisory Service.  They go out and work with the agencies to

locate areas to do their targeted recruitment.  RAND got a good picture from their

perspective of the strategies and the challenges that they’re facing for barriers.

 Mr. Limon stated that in the veteran community coming out maybe of the Armed Forces,

there is 6 percent of Latinos in this DOD workforce, but imagines it's a higher percentage

within the Armed Forces itself.  He said he noticed that even from a structural problem, it's

seen as veterans preference is the challenge to hiring.  His ask for OPM alluded to

geographic references.  About 80 percent of our jobs are outside of D.C.  He has worked with

dozens, if not hundreds of affinity groups around the country, and what he’s trying to do is

marry where all the hiring done is local -- with Sacramento, with Austin, with Boise, with

Seattle, who -- the footprints of these groups that can tell us, who do they represent, what

educational background, to kind of help get decisions out about job opportunities within the

Department of the Interior.  So if there's a way for OPM and groups represented here and the

other groups that are out there, where we could collect the data, identify POC's, identify the

constituents that they represent, that would make his job a lot easier to send out job

opportunities and educate them about the federal hiring process, so they could translate it to

the communities that they best serve and best understand. The ask is for OPM, and maybe

even DOD, if they started this environmental scan of these groups that are out there –

notwithstanding universities.

 A participant said that the intelligence community is trying to identify the rural

underrepresented areas.

 Dr. Sutch said that ODI will take that and run with it.  She thanked him for the suggestion

and the ask.
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 AD Cobert thanked RAND for doing the study.  She said that it demonstrates the power of a

well-done barrier analysis.  She said that she is encouraged as we go forward and have a way

to continue to monitor things, using both the new tools now available in USAJOBS.   AD

Cobert encouraged participants to take a look at the new USAJOBS. The look and feel has

been fundamentally redesigned, and it is actually intended to be something that a recent

college graduate could look at and say this place knows what they're doing.  Applicants can

create profiles.  It allows applicants to go back and you can do resume mining.  If you use

USA staffing, it can enable individuals to get information about where they are in the

process, which we know is the core user needs.   She said that it’s going to take figuring out

how we take this and leverage this as an ongoing too that people feel comfortable doing.  She

said that what she loves about this workforce characteristic and the representation gap is it

suggests that while we may not be in the parts of Texas or California that have the greatest

Hispanic representation, if we want to do this, it says we have to do other things.  We have to

explain what these are.  This leads us to action as opposed to becoming an excuse.  That's

why it's so valuable.  It tells us what activities will have the most impact.  She said that she

thinks this can be a great model.  We have to find a way of sharing the approach so others

can help in some way that’s appropriate, we would love to benefit from that.

 Mr. Sena commented that if we work together, non-federal affinity groups, other agencies,

we can have collective impact on the issue, because it's not unique to DOD.

NEXT STEPS 

 ODI will hold a teleconference to finish the agenda. ODI will check with Mike Sena to

inquire about RAND coming to future council meetings.

 Dr. Sutch adjourned the meeting at 12:07 pm.

Certification 

_____________________         

Dr. Zina Sutch  

Executive Director,  

Hispanic Council on Federal Employment 




